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Talk outline
Define redbacks (RBs).
Describe the current RB population.

Introduce our possible formation pathway for RBs which
includes the accretion-induced collapse of an ONeMg white dwarf.

Show the results of modelling this formation pathway
with the Cambridge STARS code.

Draw conclusions on the viability of this formation pathway.
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What is a Redback Pulsar?
A redback pulsar is a millisecond pulsar
with a non-degenerate companion.
The radio signal of a RB is eclipsed for
a large portion of the orbit which suggests
the companion is ablated.
Ablated
Companion
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There are 16 RBs known. Most of them were found in follow up surveys
of gamma-ray sources. They have circular orbits.

Observed redback population
Median masses of companions of known RBs with
main-sequence companions.
Median mass of companion to PSR J1816+4510.
Median masses of companions for known RBs with
unknown companions.

Binary mass fuction calculated from
measurement of the doppler shift of
the pulsar and the orbital period.
And

BMF = (Mc sin i)3
(MNS + Mc)2

Minimum comp. mass: i = 90 degrees.
Median comp. mass: i = 60 degrees.
Upper comp. mass: i = 25.8 degrees.
MNS = 1.25 M for post-AIC NS mass.

Observed redback population
Median masses of companions of known RBs with
main-sequence companions.
Median mass of companion to PSR J1816+4510.
Median masses of companions for known RBs with
unknown companions.

Field RBs.
Cluster RBs.

RBs that have been
observed as LMXBs.

Masses between 0.05 and 0.5 M .
Periods less than 1.5 d.
Long eclipses in radio signal.
X-ray modulation.
Optical modulation by 0.2 mag.
Circular orbits.

Why do we need a new formation scenario?
Median masses of companions of known RBs with
main-sequence companions.
Median mass of companion to PSR J1816+4510.
Median masses of companions for known RBs with
unknown companions.

Phase space that models can explain.
The higher mass RBs are not
being reached by models.
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The higher mass RBs are not
being reached by models.
Period - companion mass relation
for cataclysmic variables and
low-mass X-ray binaries.

A solution:
Detach and ablate
at higher masses.

Accretion-induced collapse
An accretion-induced collapse is an electron-capture supernova that has been brought
about by accreting matter from a companion onto an ONeMg white dwarf.
Electron-capture supernovae occur when sudden electron captures onto neon and
magnesium cause a loss of pressure support in the cores of super asymptotic giant
branch (SAGB) stars resulting in them collapsing to form neutron stars.
This electron capture process begins when a core reaches 1.37 M .
If matter is accreted onto a naked core of a SAGB star, the core can grow
to the mass required for the electron captures to begin.
During the collapse, 0.12 M is converted from gravitational mass to
the binding energy of the newly formed neutron star.

Getting MSPs from AICs
Accretion-induced collapses are an attractive mechanism
for producing millisecond pulsars because:
When a typical ONeMg WD collapses, by conservation of
magnetic flux, the resultant neutron star should have about B = 108 G.
Conservation of angular momentum leads to the
neutron star spinning at millisecond periods.
The AIC natal kick is thought to be small so the RBs should
have low spacial velocity. The few observed RBs with measured
proper motions are in agreement with this.

Our RB formation scenario
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A detached binary system

Primary between 8 and 11 M .
Orbit wide enough for a ONeMg
white dwarf to grow in the centre
of the primary before Roche lobe
overflow (RLOF).

Common envelope phase

The primary evolves and overfills
it’s Roche lobe and the stars enter a
common envelope phase.
In the common envelope the stars
spiral towards each other. The
envelope of the primary is ejected
and the stars are left in a close orbit.

Our RB formation scenario
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3
Cataclysmic Variable phase

The secondary now evolves and
transfers matter and ang. mom. to
the 1.2 M ONeMg white dwarf.
The white dwarf grows in mass
until it reaches 1.37 M when ...

Accretion induced collapse

The ONeMg white dwarf undergoes an accretion-induced collapse.
The white dwarf collapses to
a neutron star.

Our RB formation scenario
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Redback phase

The binary detaches.
The pulsar mechanism activates.
The pulsar ablates the companion.

The Cambridge STARS code
We use an
updated
version of
Eggleton's
STARS code.

Fully compute
the evolution
of the donor and
treat the compact
object as a point
mass.

We begin at the CV phase

Start each model
on the zero-age
main-sequence
and follow the
evolution through
AIC and beyond.
We include ablation
at any point the two
stars are detached.

We test different
ablation strengths
and different RLOF
efficiencies.

Example RB formation with no ablation
Median masses of
RB companions.
Median mass of
the companion to
PSR J1816+4510.
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Ablation of the companion
We include ablation in the models whenever the stars are
detached. This is at period gap or after AIC.
We use the prescription by Stevens et al. (1992)

Md = - f LP R2
2
2vesc
a2

Mass loss from donor star
in an evaporative wind
driven by pulsar irradiation.

Our RB formation scenario with ablation
RB phase

Model starts with:
MWD = 1.2 M
MMS = 1 M
Porb = 0.3 d

Accretion
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Median masses of
RB companions.
Median mass of
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Systems that do not
reconnect in RLOF after
the AIC.
Systems that reconnect in
RLOF after the AIC.
System that goes on to
become a black widow
pulsar.
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Inefficient RLOF
We include inefficient RLOF in our models to test the effects of novae.
We use two efficiency parameters, one to set the fraction of matter lost
from the donor that gets transferred to the WD and another to set how much of
that matter the star keeps.
We change the amount accreted.
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Novae occur when hydrogen
rich material builds up on the
surface of the WD. Heat and
compression cause base layer
to become electon degenerate.
Thermonuclear runaway upon
fusion ignition.

Varying RLOF Efficiency
The pink stars mark
the positions of the
AICs for the
respective cases.

Median masses of
RB companions.
Median mass of
the companion to
PSR J1816+4510.
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MMS = 1 M
Porb = 0.3 d

f = 0.45
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Conclusions

The fate of the system ultimately rests with the interplay between ablation, angular
momentum loss from magnetic braking and gravitational wave emission.
We conclude that our formation pathway can fully cover the orbital period - companion mass
parameter space occupied by the current observed RB population, when ablation efficiency
and Roche lobe overflow efficiency are varied.

